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AUTHOR'S NOTE:
Bank Street College of Education, in conjunction with the Consortium on
Chicago School Research, recently completed a study of small schools in
Chicago. The report Small Schools: Great Strides presents the comprehensive
findings of the study. This paper, Small Schools and the Issue efRace,
examines one element of our findings in greater depth: the interaction of
race and school size.

T

here are a numbe r of things you'll need to know as this school year

begin s. Managing the large number of adults and children in this building
makes certain necessary requirements. First and foremost, students will
have to fit in with the program as it exists, and get along as best they can. W e have
neither time nor resources nor capacity to see anyone-adult or child- as an
ind ividual. In fact, individuality may be considered a discipline problem due to
the sheer number of people to be dealt with. It will be important for both students,
teachers and parents to accept a certain amount of anonymity and invisibility.
Also, adults in the building cannot be expected to in tervene in cliques or gangs or

any difficult group dynamics among the students. C hildren will have to manage
those on their own. We will do what we can to make the sch ool safe, although
uniforms, metal detectors and armed guards may give the school the feel of a
prison. While we would like for students to be academically successful, we must
concentrate first on cleanliness, safety and order. If you can't adapt, we can't
accommodate you here. Thank you again for your attention, and we look forward
to having you at XYZ School.
While this address is never actually given, teachers, parents and students
told us that this message is clearly conveyed by large urban schools. Simply by
their size and requisite structures, these schools unintentionally send a mixed
message about the role of the school and its commitment to academic achieve-\
ment. The role of student and learner is devalued and diminished. This message
inevitably becomes "raced," connected to the long history of school failure for the
poor children of color who are in most educational need.
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By their very formation and existence, the recently established small
schools in Chicago are an antidote to this message. They are an attempt to give
poor young people of color the same opportunity to be "known" that we've
traditionally and unthinkingly given kids of privilege. Small schools are an
innovation based on promise, hope and opportunity rather than deficit or difference.
We believe that small schools are by their very nature an anti-racist intervention. This essay opens with the various ways stakeholders in Chicago's small
schools talked (or didn't) about race and how that may have influenced our work
as researchers. We then use the study's critical findings to propose a dual
theoretical framework for why these small schools work for poor children of color.
We close with a reflection on the questions that small schools raise about the
issues of race and school reform.

LISTENING IN CHICAGO
Given the historic, public and national discussion of race and education,
we expected to hear a particular conversation about race in Chicago. Yet there
were some strange silences where we might expect otherwise vigorous debates.
Initially, we found it odd that educators did not talk publicly "about" race; however, research suggests that teachers find the professional aspects of this
conversation difficult. (Bailey, et al, 1992).
In Chicago, we identified at least three differing ways that the idea of race
emerged. Many adults feared talking past one another with these differing
definitions. Rather than risk public misunderstanding, many teachers felt that it
was easier to avoid any conversation about race.
The simplest idea is the "biological" aspect of race - what we actually see
in each other's physical presence, the immediate judgment we make when we
encounter others in the world. For example, when we walk into a classroom and
all of the students are of color and the teacher is white, is race an issue? Wh_at
might it mean in Chicago that so many of the reformers were white, and so many
of the central administrators were black? These kinds of questions are at the level
of demography or "numbers."
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A second dimension we observed is racial identity: the set of feelings,
attitudes and beliefs that every individual holds about their own race and those
of other races. Psychologists conceive of racial identity as a developmental
construct,moving from lower levels of awareness, tolerance and purpose through
greater levels of understanding, openness and initiative. Racial identity is of
specific interest to educators, as the development of a positive racial identity is a
crucial task for all children, especially children of color. T his helped us understand how teachers of similar racial background related differently to issues of
race and color. We wondered ifit effected how participants in the study responded to us as researchers by race. We also wondered how our own lenses may have
effected what we saw in our time in Chicago.
The final dimension we saw is racism: a system of privilege and discrimination that has differential effects on people of color. Racism leads not only to
questions about individual behavior but to what some participants in the study
would frame as the meta-questions: would the city schools have been allowed to
deteriorate if there had been more white kids in them? Small school advocates
ask, why is it so difficult to provide for poor kids of color what kids of privilege so
easily get?
Small schools make it possible to get our hands around these differing
understandings in a way that bigger schools make far more difficult and any
discussion more charged.
what small schools (can) do about race

We believe that small schools enact an anti-racist message by their
structure and processes. The message of anonymity and devaluation that large
schools inadvertently send activates two dynamics that help explain the failure of
large schools as well as the promise of smaller schools for poor children of color:
organizational anxiety and stereotypes. Organizational anxiety is a measure of the \
stress and difficulty of the primary task of a group, in this case the education and
development of young people. Stereotypes are group-based ideas about individuals
that simplify organizational dynamics by relying upon similar if incorrect ideas
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about members of that group. Stereotypes are often used by organizations and
individuals under stress to simplify complex situations.
Handling these two organizational dynamics more effectively may help to
explain why and how small schools are important to poor children of color. This
does not mean that resources, teacher preparation and autonomy are not critical.
However, as a critical climate issue for poor students of color who have been
brutally treated by school systems, managing these two organizational dynamics
is one of the most powerful interventions that small schools can make.
One of the most resilient findings in our study and other investigations of
school size is that smaller schools report stronger relationships, a greater sense of
connectedness and involvement and feeling more known by all members of the
school community (Fine and Sommerville, 1998).
In our interviews, teachers, students and parents described close caring
relationships as routine in small schools and relatively absent in larger more
anonymous schools. This sense of connection and involvement may be so valuable
because it is so rare. H owever, we believe that this sense of being known is more
than an individual experience of caring; small schools make "caring" more
available on a structural basis. Changing the scale of schooling is an intervention
that interrupts organizational anxiety and stereotyping.
holding environment

Organizational theorist William Kahn provides a theoretical framework for
understanding why and how small schools work to improve the academic achievement of poor children of color, traditionally at risk in large urban schools. Kahn is
especially appropriate as a theorist for schools as organizations for two reasons.
First, he is concerned specifically about organizations where conditions for workers are changing dramatically and where they must be more entrepreneurial and
self-reliant. He identifies this demand as a significant source of stress leading I?
organizational anxiety. These changes require that workers shift from a state of
clear roles and stable, known jobs to uncertainty, confusion and ambiguity. T hese
workers must release the traditional organizational hierarchy and a certain reliability
that provided a psychological and realistic sense of security. This definition is
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especially apt for teachers and administrators in urban schools who are being asked
to simultaneously reform their practice as well as their traditional organizational
structure. The profession of teaching is changing dramatically. Teachers are being
asked to take on new tasks, with little support and shifting goals, under considerable scrutiny about outcomes. For Kah n, workers in organizations dealing with
these kinds of challenges need more than what has traditionally been studied as
social support on the job. Drawing on the work of Winnicott, Kahn develops
notions about how securely human beings must be "held" to develop well. T hese
"holding environments" are "temporary bases to which people retreat for respite,
support, help ... enabling them to recover their bearings and figure out what to do."
Given the availability of this kind of support, teachers are more likely to resolve
complex questions without resorting to stereotypes.
Secondly, Kahn specifically uses research about parent- child and analystp atient interactions to understand healthy dependency. When done adequately,
our connections with others become one of the most satisfying sources of growth
and development. D isrupted or abusive relations shape character in dramatic
ways over a lifetime. This notion of healthy dependency is apparent in tl1e ways
the students depend upon teachers in differing ways across their school careers.
All of the adults in small schools reported these kinds of"holding environment" behaviors. M any of them were basic and instrumental to a teachers work life
such as having a colleague back them up to provide the opportunity to go to the
bathroom during the day, getting help with a difficult child and being able to
discuss the development of a student over time. They reported the satisfaction of
being able to solve a problem together that had defeated them individually. Small
school teachers were invested in the joys and struggles of new leadership forms
that they were required to create, as hard decisions had to be made and scarce
resources allocated. Many of us assume that these kind of experiences occur
routinely in schools, but teachers report that they become luxuries in large schools.
Students also reported the importance of this feeling that they could turn to
student colleagues for help or support. They reported that they could bring more

\

of their real lives to their studies, especially in situations of grief or uncertainty.
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stereotype threat

Claude Steele and his Stanford colleagues have been investigating the underperformance of black college students. The achievement gap between black and
white undergraduates persists across differences in class and preparation. Steele and
his colleagues use "stereotype threat" as one way of explaining this gap. According
to them, this is "the threat of being viewed through the lens of a negative stereotype
or the fear of doing something that would inadvertently confum that stereotype."
Steele and his colleagues suggest that continuous encounters of stereotype tl1reat can
lead an individual to distance himself or disidentify with the situation that causes
the pain. Steele notes "...when stereotype tl1reat effects school life, disidentification
is a high price to pay for psychic comfort. Still, it is a price that groups contending
with powerful negative stereotypes about tl1eir abilities-women in advanced math,
African Americans in all academic areas-may too often pay."
This kind of process is common in large high schools, where students
appear uncaring but may actually h ave been actively de-motivated by the
organizational processes that continually devalue them as learners. Every
encounter reminds them that they are the "at-risk" students in the schools touted
in the newspaper as "on probation" or "bottom quintile."
Steele gives simple guidelines for reducing stereotype threat. He reports
that strengthening black students expectations and confidence was not as powerful
a predictor of performance as was strengthening student trust that they were not
at risk of being judged on the basis of stereotypes. And while he focused on black
students in the "academic vanguard," Steele notes that "policy might fruitfully
shift its focus toward fostering racial trust in the schooling situation." This is what
small schools seem to begin simply by size. Any student is far more likely and able
to be known as an individual-with a collection of skills, needs, dreams and
talents-rather than just another "at-risk minority" student. Small schools may
be what Steele describes as "niches in which negative stereotypes are not felt ~o
apply... it is possible to weaken a group's sense of being threatened by negative
stereotypes, to allow its members a trust that would otherwise be difficult to
sustain." In contrast to other schools we have studied, we heard little of the
disparagement of students that we often encounter in larger urban schools.
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Students were rarely referred to as "the problem," nor were they blamed for their
life situation or circumstances. Students routinely reported that their teachers
were "in their corner" and working hard on their behalf. T his contributed to a
climate of greater mutual respect and openness.
Two simple stories demonstrate how a holding environment improves
climate and reduces stereotype threat. T he faculty of one of our small high
schools created an interdisciplinary curriculum project that explored multiple
oppressions including racism, sexism, classism, ableism, and homophobia.
Teachers worked collectively to create this unit and to offer it across the curriculum
(ableism in physical education, racism in literature class, etc.) to all junior
students. This project gave students the opportunity to create joint projects using
their own experiences. Small size made it possible for teaching staff to work
closely with each other and with students, creating the necessary climate to
explore the "evaded curriculum" of power and difference (Bailey, et al, 1992) in
greater emotional and intellectual depth. Teachers reported that it was only their
ability to collaborate in an authentic way that made this kind of project possible.
In another small school, a young man joked with a teacher's correction of
his grammar by saying "I just talk like I'm black." T he teacher responded in a nononsense way that "using bad grammar is not a definition of being black." And
the entire class paused a moment in the math class to take in the impact of her
comment in. This moment was made possible by a sense of trust-that the
teacher could be joked and tested and that the students could hear a different
narrative about "being black." This was just one of a stream of moments in that
small school that shape the racial identity of young people. When teachers are
better held by each other and by the system, they can better hold students. When
students are more connected to adults, each other and the task of learning, they
risk sharing more of their experiences and concerns as well as their struggles,
dreams and hopes. This is the opposite of de-identification. While this kind of\
environment is not sufficient to improve learning, it certainly increases the opportunities that teachers have to have a positive impact.

In fact, two of the small schools in our sample took a more direct approach
to the issues of race. Using tailored curriculum and community resources, small

I
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school advocates created ethno- or cultural-centric schools. While an in-depth
evaluation of this approach is beyond the scope of this essay, it is clear that the
provision of a holding environment for young people of color had a tremendous
effect on students, teachers and their community and relieved stereotype threat.
What these students receive is the opportunity by virtue of culture and language
to be central, not marginal, in their experience of schooling. Providing an
educational situation where their culture is consciously and directly affirmed
holds tremendous promise for students and must be more fully explored.

CHALLENGE TO REFORM

In Chicago's small schools, the development of a collective, studentoriented culture creates a necessary condition for educators to test and relinquish
th eir stereotypes about each other and about the their students in a natural way.
This freedom makes it more likely for everyone involved-teachers, students,
parents and external partners-to bring more of themselves to authentic teaching
and learning in a genuine school community.
We close on a sobering note. Some writers suggest that despite efforts,
processes like organizational anxiety and stereotype threat become tools of
institutional racism which moves on unaffected. Tatum (1998) compares racism
to the moving walkway at the airport-whether we approve of it or not, once
we're on it, the stairway will move us of its own accord to a predetermined spot.
She suggests that if we don't actively turn around and walk the other way, racism,
like the walkway, will simply move forward. Change requires that we must actively
combat dynamics in dramatically different ways. Creating small schools for poor
children of color is potentially a tremendous anti-racist intervention- e.g.
providing for poor children what oth er children "automatically" get, without
question or determination and without requiring that they identify as "at risk" in
order to receive the benefits offered. Reducing stereotype threat and developi,ng a
holding environment for teachers and students makes a necessary change in
culture. The recent movement in Chicago to establish small schools for the most
at-risk students embodies and clarifies critical questions of race while offering an
appropriately human scale to continue the conversation.
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